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Introduction
The quantification of how a solute will partition into two different phases, A and
B, is widely used in drug design.1,2 Notable examples include using n-octanol to water
partitioning (logPoctanol/water) as a model for cell membrane permeability, and gas to water
partitioning (logPgas/water) to estimate desolvation penalties associated with protein-ligand
binding. The two quantities are related, from the perspective of continuum models of
solvation, in that they quantify partitioning between phases with low (gas~1, octanol~17)
and high (water~80) dielectric constants. Experimental logPgas/water measurements, often
expressed as free energies of hydration (∆Ghyd = −2.3logPgas/water), have been compiled by
several research groups for both neutral and charged species.3-7 These experimental data
make computation of ∆Ghyd an attractive thermodynamic property for validating
continuum simulation methods and can be used to guide the choice of parameters
employed in such calculations.
Historically, the most accurate ∆Ghyd calculations have employed free energy
perturbation (FEP) or thermodynamic integration (TI) simulations incorporating explicit

models of water.8,9 This was first done in 1985 by Jorgensen and Ravimohan10 who used
FEP methods to compute the relative free energy of hydration (∆∆Ghyd) for ethane and
methanol in excellent agreement with experiment using Monte Carlo simulations. The
FEP and TI methods yield ∆∆Ghyd (or ∆Ghyd) directly and without the need for
partitioning the free energy into separate components, as in other more approximate
approaches.

However, the simulations can be tedious to setup, computationally

prohibitive for high-throughput structure-based design, and absolute free energies of
hydration can be difficult to obtain.
Continuum theories which treat solvent as a bulk macroscopic quantity11 represent
a complementary approach to computation of solute hydration. In particular, PoissonBoltzmann (PB)12 and Generalized Born (GB)13 are two widely used methods used to
estimate the polarization energy associated with bringing any species from the gas-phase
to the bulk solvent phase. PB and GB calculation results are typically augmented by a
solvent accessible Surface Area term (SA) to account for non-polar contributions to the
total free energy of hydration. A comprehensive study which compares the performance
of various GB implementations to PB reference calculations has recently been reported
by Feig et al.14 In this report, we instead focus on evaluating which commonly used
partial charge models yield GBSA and PBSA absolute hydration free energies in
agreement with experiment.
For protein-ligand binding calculation, the recently reported Molecular Mechanics
Poisson-Boltzmann Surface Area (MM-PBSA) and Molecular Mechanics Generalized
Born Surface Area (MM-GBSA) methods15-17 incorporate a ∆Ghyd-like term as a measure
of the change in desolvation (∆∆Ghyd) for the receptor-ligand binding event.18-25 In MM-

PBSA and MM-GBSA analysis,15-17 PBSA or GBSA continuum energy terms for a given
species (complex, receptor, or ligand) are formally equivalent to an absolute ∆Ghyd if, as
is commonly done, dielectric constants of 1 (gas-phase) and 80 (water-phase) are
specified. Therefore, the accuracy of computed ∆Ghyd terms directly affect the final
computed binding energies. Unfortunately, experimental free energies of hydration are
not available for proteins, most drugs, or protein-drug complexes.

A reasonable

alternative is to verify that the calculation methods and parameters yield good results for
small organic molecules, for which experimental absolute free energies of hydration are
available,3,7,26,27 prior to using such methods for estimating ∆∆Ghyd for protein-ligand
binding. The ultimate goal is to obtain accurate free energies of hydration in the context
of a general classical molecular mechanics force field for use in simulation of proteinligand binding.
Two early continuum studies that directly compare computed ∆Ghyd with
experiment include the original GBSA report by Still et al.13 and the Sitkoff et al.12
PARSE (Parameters for Solvation Energy) study designed for use with PBSA methods.
Excellent results were obtained in both cases however the number of molecules tested
was relatively small (between 20-67 molecules).12,13 Both prior studies employed charge
models based on functional group assignment which may be difficult to assign to
compounds typically found in databases used for high throughput virtual screening
(docking). More recent efforts have focused on evaluating the accuracy of partial charge
models that may be more easily assigned, in an automated fashion, to relatively large and
diverse data sets.4,28-31 For example, Jorgensen and coworkers have recently reported
implementation and validation of generalized GBSA model in conjunction with the

OPLS-AA force field employing charges obtained from CM1A semiempirical
calculations.32 Excellent results were reported with a mean unsigned error of only 1
kcal/mol for 399 neutral compounds.32 Numerous solvation models, developed and
validated using much of the same experimental data used here, have also been reported
by Cramer, Trular, and coworkers and subsequently incorporated into the powerful
AMSOL program.6,33 Although highly accurate, the AMSOL models tend to be highly
parameterized which makes incorporating routines for computation of ∆Ghyd into a
general molecular mechanics force field somewhat cumbersome.
This study was prompted by the need for a generally useful classical force field,
which includes terms to account for solvation effects, that can be easily employed for
protein-ligand binding calculations and re-scoring of complexes obtained from highthroughput docking. We have focused on evaluating the accuracy of eight different point
charge models, based on ab initio, semiempirical, and empirical calculations, through
computation of hydration free energies. In particular we are interested in assessing the
accuracy of different partial charge models, for both neutral and charged species, and
comparison of PBSA and GBSA continuum methods across multiple data sets. Results
for more than 500 compounds (460 neutral compounds, 42 polyatomic ions, and 11
monoatomic ions) are compared with experiment which to our knowledge represents the
largest number of reference compounds employed for ∆Ghyd calculations. Other aims
include the evaluation of non-polar contributions using an atom-based as opposed to
molecule-based solvent accessible surface area term. Parameter set validation is critical
since the use of different theoretical methods, atomic partial charge models, atomic radii,
and nonpolar SA parameters will lead to different calculated ∆Ghyd results.

Computational Methods
Free Energies of Hydration (∆Ghyd). As in prior PBSA and GBSA continuum
studies,12,13 the free energy of hydration is partitioned into two terms, polar and nonpolar,
according to eq 1.

∆G hyd = G polar + G nonpolar

(1)

Polar energies (Gpolar) for PB calculations were obtained using a grid-based finite
difference solution to the Poisson-Boltzmann equation with zero salt concentration (eq 2),
where ρ(r) is the charge distribution of the molecule, ε(r) is the dielectric constant, and

ϕ(r) the electrostatic potential. Solution of the PB equation for systems described by a
classical force field yields the electrostatic potential at every grid point, and Gpolar is then
evaluated as a sum over all atoms (eq 3) where the partial atomic charge for atom i is
multiplied by the difference in the computed grid-point potential φi for the transfer from
gas-phase (ε = 1) to water (ε = 80).

∇ε (r )∇φ (r ) + 4πρ (r ) = 0
G polar =

1 N
qi (φ i80 −φ i1 )
∑
2 i

(2)
(3)

For GB calculations, Gpolar contributions were obtained using eq 4-5. Here, ε is the
dielectric constant (80 for water-phase), q the partial atomic charges, rij the interatomic
distance, and αi are the Born radii which are computed according to the pairwise
descreening algorithm of Hawkins et al.34,35
2
⎛ 1⎞ N q
⎛ 1 ⎞ N N qi q j
G polar = −166⎜1 − ⎟∑∑
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− rij2 /( 4 αij2 ) 0 .5

)

(5)

Nonpolar contributions (Gnonpolar) to ∆Ghyd are estimated using only a simple
solvent accessible surface area term. Alternative procedures, which treat Gnonpolar as two
terms representing separate cavitation and solute-solvent dispersion contributions, have
been recently reported by Gallicchio and Levy.36

In the present work Gnonpolar is

estimated using either the total molecular SA (eq 6) or atomic-based SAi (eq 7 ). Prior
MM-PBSA and MM-GBSA binding energy protocols typically employed a molecular SA
(eq 6) with γ = 0.00542, and β = 0.92 as recommended by Kollman and coworkers.16,17
An alternative method, which was pursued in the present work, is to compute atom-based
SAi and optimize each SA constant using multiple linear regression to improve
agreement with experiment (eq 7). Using atom-based SAi contributions to estimate free
energies of solvation was first proposed by Eisenberg and McLachlan,37 and Scheraga
and coworkers.38

Gnonpolar = (γ*SA) + β

(6)

∆G hyd (exptl) − G polar = G nonpolar = ∑ ci SAi

(7)

i

For a given set of calculations, PBSA or GBSA, the same structures, partial
charges, and atomic radii were employed. Any differences in the final calculation results
in this report will therefore be only a function of the two different continuum theories.

Computation Details. The atomic radii used in the calculations were assigned
using mbondi (modified bondi) parameters39,40 from the AMBER7 program.41 In the
mbondi scheme, hydrogen atoms connected to carbon, sulfur, nitrogen, or oxygen (types
HC, HS, HN, or HO respectively) have unique radii (Table 1). Dielectric constants for
all calculations (PB and GB) were set to 1 representing gas-phase and 80 representing
water-phase. PB calculations were performed using the program Delphi442,43 with the

following parameters:, boundary conditions = 4, internal dielectric constant = 1.0,
external dielectric constant = 80.0, scale = 4 grids/Å. Other Delphi parameters were
assigned automatically using default values.

Generalized Born calculations were

performed using an in-house version of the Hawkins et al.34,35 pairwise de-screening
model with scaling parameters (Sx values) adopted from Tsui and Case (Table 1).39 The
DMS program was used for all the SA calculations.44 In addition to the total SA value
for a compound DMS can be used to estimate atom-based surface areas (SAi). For a
given compound, the total solvent accessible surface area should be equivalent to the sum
of each atom-based solvent accessible surface area (SA = ∑SAi).

Table 1. Parameters for PB and GB continuum calculations.
Type
mbondi radiia
Sx value (GB only)b
No. atomsc
HC
1.30
0.85
4215
HN
1.30
0.85
98
HO
0.80
0.85
93
HS
0.80
0.85
13
C
1.70
0.72
2678
N
1.55
0.79
128
O
1.50
0.85
299
−
0.88
1.50
53
F, F
P
1.85
0.86
6
S
1.80
0.96
26
−
0.80
1.70
114
Cl, Cl
0.80
1.85
27
Br, Br−
−
0.80
1.98
12
I, I
1.82
1
Li+
+
Na
2.27
1
K+
2.75
1
2+
Mg
1.73
1
Ca2+
1.70
1
2+
Fe
1.50
1
Zn2+
1.39
1
a
39,40
41
Mbondi radii taken from Tsui and Case,
the AMBER package, or Bondi's
original compilation.45 bScaling values from AMBER. cSee supporting
information Table S1 for a listing of all compounds.

Molecular Structures and Experimental Data.

Bordner et al.31 have

generously made available 410 neutral molecular structures along with the corresponding
experimental logPgas/water partition coefficients from the tabulated work of Abraham and
coworkers3 (converted to free energies at 25 ºC using ∆Ghyd = −2.3logPgas/water).
However, the Bordner set did not contain compounds with polar hydrogens connected to
sulfur (HS, Table 1) or include charged species. We augmented the neutral set with 50
additional neutral compounds (including compounds containing HS), as well as 42
charged (± 1) polyatomic compounds and 11 ionic monoatomic species. All additional
compounds were constructed using the MOE program.46

Partial Charge Models. Eight charge models were evaluated in this study:
Gasteiger-Marsili (Gast),47 MMFF94,48 AM1BCC,29,30 AM1CM2,49 PM3CM2,49 MerzSingh-Kollman (MSK),50 Restrained Electrostatic Potential (RESP),51,52 and ChelpG.53
While the preceding list is not exhaustive, it does include methods currently implemented
in several molecular modeling packages and allow for the calculation of partial atomic
charges for diverse organic molecules.

For comparison, Udier et al. have recently

evaluated the accuracy of partial charges based on CM1 and CM3 procedures.28 In the
present work several different software packages were used to assign the different charge
models to the data sets. Gast and MMFF94 charges were assigned using the program
MOE.46 AM1BCC charges were determined using the ANTECHAMBER module in
AMBER741 from MOPAC54 calculations. The AMSOL33 program was used to compute
AM1CM2 and PM3CM2 partial charges.49

AMSOL calculation incorporated the

SM5.42R6 water solvent model which allows the charges to be computed in a simulated
condensed phase. The MSK, RESP, and ChelpG charges were computed at the HF/6-

31G*//HF/6-31G* level of theory using the program Gaussian98.55 Molecules containing
iodine used the 3-21G* basis set for iodine and 6-31G* for all other atoms.

The

ANTECHAMBER module in AMBER7 was used for two-stage RESP fittings. It should
be mentioned that different software packages may yield slight variation in atomic
charges due to differences in implementation of a particular partial charge model. Only
the above named program implementations were evaluated in this report.

Molecule Geometries. For each compound, the partial charges obtained using
the eight different methods were mapped back to one set of standard geometries. Using
one set of conformations allows for a direct comparison of the accuracy of the partial
charge models and removes the possibility that different geometries would affect the
results. Here, the standard geometries were taken as those obtained from a gas-phase
geometry optimization using the MMFF94 force field as implemented in the MOE
program. In general, the optimizations yielded extended structures. Other geometries
could have been used, although this was not explored. Given that the data set contains
mostly rigid compounds, the effect of including multiple conformations on the computed
free energies of hydration was not investigated. Of the 513 compounds, more than half
(53%) contain 2 or fewer rotatable bonds. Averaging over multiple conformations in the
previous Bordner study changed the computed free energies by only a small amount.31

Results and Discussion
Charge Model Evaluation.

Free energies of hydration were computed for

comparison with experiment for compounds employing one of eight partial charge
models (Gast, MMFF94, AM1BCC, AM1CM2, PM3CM2, MSK, RESP, and ChelpG).

Table 2 lists the correlation coefficients (r2) and average unsigned errors (AUE) between
experiment and theory as obtained from PBSA and GBSA calculations. In Table 2, the
Gnonpolar term is computed from molecular SA (eq 6) using the standard MM-PBSA and
MM-GBSA constants (γ = 0.00542, β = 0.92). In every case the correlations between the
experimental and theoretical free energies in Table 2 are due solely to the Gpolar term;
molecular SAs show no correlation with experiment as discussed below. Results for
charged and neutral compounds are always reported separately since artificially high r2
squared values may result when correlations are computed using both species together.
This is primarily due to the large difference in magnitude of the experimental data for
charged versus neutral species.

Table 2. Correlation coefficients (r2) and average unsigned errors (AUE) for
experimentala vs. calculatedb (PBSA or GBSA) free energies of hydration (∆Ghyd).
Nonpolar contributions obtained using molecule-based solvent accessible surface areas
with standard constants.c Energies in kcal/mol.
Charged ( ± 1) molecules, N = 42
Neutral molecules, N = 460
Part II
Part I
2
2
2
Charge
r
r
r
r2
AUE
AUE
AUE
AUE
Model
PBSA
GBSA
PBSA
GBSA
0.53
3.20
0.49
3.36
0.68
7.52
0.67
8.15
Gast
0.29
3.26
0.26
3.41
0.73
7.44
0.72
8.27
MMFF94
0.74
1.36
0.70
1.38
0.56
8.28
0.53
9.64
AM1BCC
0.71
3.09
0.67
2.81
0.39 11.67
0.34 13.63
AM1CM2
0.69
2.79
0.64
2.61
0.62 10.84
0.62 11.90
PM3CM2
0.77
1.54
0.72
1.63
0.74
6.42
0.72
7.30
MSK
0.77
1.47
0.72
1.51
0.75
6.34
0.73
7.20
RESP
0.73
1.61
0.69
1.67
0.74
6.36
0.72
7.28
ChelpG
a
See supporting information Table S1 for experimental references. bCalculated values
obtained using eq 1. Gpolar from either PB or GB calculations. cGnonpolar =
(SAtotal*0.00542)+0.92.
The correlation coefficients for neutral compounds in Table 2 (Part I) track with
the eight different charge schemes in roughly the following order; ab initio (MSK, RESP,

ChelpG) > semiempirical (AM1BCC, AM1CM2, PM3CM2) > empirical (Gast, MFF94).
Ab initio charges yield PBSA and GBSA r2 values from 0.69 to 0.77, semiempirical r2
from 0.64 to 0.74, and empirical r2 from 0.26 to 0.53. Average unsigned errors (AUE)
follow the r2 trends; ab initio charges yield smaller errors (1.47 to 1.67 kcal/mol), than
semiempirical (1.36 to 3.09 kcal/mol), or empirical (3.20 to 3.41 kcal/mol).

For

comparison, results from various parameterizations of the AMSOL SM5.42R universal
solvation models from Cramer, Truhlar, and coworkers model yield small unsigned errors
of 0.43-0.46 kcal/mol for 275 neutral solutes in 91 solvents.6 The recent Jorgensen
study32 reported a mean unsigned error of 1.01 kcal/mol for 399 neutral compounds from
the same experimental data set from Abraham and coworkers3 studied here.
Surprisingly the three semiempirical methods tested here yield poorer agreement
with experiment than do the two empirical methods for charged (±1) molecules (Table 2,
Part II). Ab initio charges yield the strongest correlations with r2 values from 0.72 to
0.75, semiempirical r2 from 0.34 to 0.62, and empirical r2 from 0.72 to 0.73. Given that
Jorgensen et al. obtained good results for 17 polyatomic charged compounds using the
OPLS-AA GBSA models augmented with scaled CM1A charges32 the poor results
obtained here using AM1CM2 and PM3CM2 is unexpected. AM1CM2 and PM3CM2
methods should yield qualitatively similar partial charges to those obtained from the
CM1A procedure. Larger errors for charged compounds reported here may arise from
other differences such as the number and type of compounds tested, the functional form
of the GB equation used to compute Gpolar, or the atomic radii used in the calculations. In
the present work we only considerd element-based radii, with the exception of hydrogen
atoms connected to C, N, O, and S (Table 1). As was the case for neutral compounds, the

AUE errors also track with the correlation coefficients. Again ab initio partial charges
yield the lowest errors (6.34 to 7.30 kcal/mol) but for the charged species, semiempirical
yield the largest errors (8.28 to 13.63 kcal/mol). Empirical AUEs are in the middle (7.44
to 8.27 kcal/mol).
Thus, using MSK, RESP, and ChelpG partial charges for neutral and charged
species consistently yield the strongest correlations and lowest average unsigned errors
with experimental free energies of hydration regardless of which continuum method was
employed for the computation (Table 2). The r2 values for these three ab initio methods
cluster around 0.75 for both neutral and charged species (Figure 1). For the expanded
dataset tested here, and in contrast with recently published results,

32

the use of

semiempirical charges with GBSA and PBSA methods yields good agreement with
experiment only for neutral compounds.

Figure 1. Comparison of correlation coefficients (r2 values) for calculated versus
experimental free energies of hydration from PBSA and GBSA calculations. For each
partial charge model two r2 values are plotted representing results for 460 neutral
compounds (filled symbols) and 42 charged compounds (open symbols) compounds
(Table 2). The overall correlation between the total PBSA and GBSA results is r2 = 0.94.

PBSA versus GBSA. The PBSA and GBSA results are highly correlated and
independent of the charge model used for the calculations (Table 2, Figure 1). The strong
agreement between PBSA and GBSA r2 values (obtained from computed versus
experimental results) suggests that a given partial charge model will influence the final
free energies much more than which continuum method (PBSA or GBSA) is used for the
calculations. Correlation coefficients between PB and GB polar energies are always very
strong, r2 >0.94, and independent of which partial charge model or data set (neutral or
charged compounds) was employed in the calculations. These trends continue to provide
strong support for using GBSA methods as a reasonable alternative to the more
computationally demanding PBSA calculations for free energy calculations

Gnonpolar from Molecular SA. The constants (γ = 0.00542, β = 0.92) typically
used18-25 in MM-PBSA and MM-GBSA calculations to convert SA (Å2) to Gnonpolar
(kcal/mol) are based on fitting molecular SA results to experimental ∆Ghyd for small
straight-chain alkanes.12 The rational for this procedure exploits the fact that alkanes
have low dipole moments and nonpolar contributions will therefore dominate ∆Ghyd.
Figure 2 shows the molecular SA for the 460 neutral molecules studied here versus
experimental ∆Ghyd along with the best fit regression line using only the 27 linear and
branched alkanes. The constants obtained from this linear regression fit (Figure 2, open
circles, r2 = 0.85, m = 0.00538, b=0.92) are essentially identical to the standard constants
(γ = 0.00542, β = 0.92).18-25 However, as a group, molecular SAs have no correlation
with experimental ∆Ghyd (Figure 2, filled squares). Rankin et al. have reported similar
results based on analysis of 210 neutral compounds.56

Figure 2. Experimental free energies of hydration versus total molecular solvent
accessible surface area (SASA). The best fit line to the 27 linear and branched alkanes
(|) yields a correlation coefficient r2 = 0.85, slope γ = 0.00538, and intercept β = 0.92.
Other compounds are represented as filled squares ().
Although the results are clearly charge model dependent, in general, Gpolar
contributions should be linearly correlated with ∆Ghyd. This is illustrated in Figure 3 for
RESP charged neutral compounds in which the polar energies (Gpolar r2 = 0.77, filled
squares) were computed from PB calculations. Given that ∆Ghyd is estimated from the
linear sum of two terms (eq 1), the sum of Gpolar and Gnonpolar and both terms individually
should be linear with experiment if there is to be agreement. However, using standard
constants (eq 6, γ = 0.00542, β = 0.92) to compute nonpolar contributions yield no
correlation (Gnonpolar r2 = 0.00, open circles) and will therefore not contribute to any
improvement or diminishment in the total correlation coefficient with experiment (∆Ghyd
r2 = 0.77). In short, converting molecular-based SA to Gnonpolar energies (eq 6) for use in
computing absolute free energies of hydration yields no advantage over using Gpolar
energies alone; correlations listed in Table 2 are due solely to the Gpolar term.

Figure 3. Correlation of individual components with experimental free energies of
hydration for neutral compounds (N=460) using RESP derived partial charges. Polar ( )
energies Gpolar from PB calculations. Nonpolar (|) energies from molecular solvent
accessible surface area
Gnonpolar from Atomic SAi. The lack of correlation between Gnonpolar with ∆Ghyd
is troublesome, especially given that molecule-based SA Gnonpolar energies are routinely
added to Gpolar to estimate ∆Ghyd (or alternatively ∆∆Ghyd for protein-ligand binding).18-25
To improve agreement with experiment we explored a procedure to recompute Gnonpolar
which includes calculation of atom-based SAi and makes use of multiple linear regression
fitting to determine an optimal coefficient for each SA type.37,38 Galliccio and Levy have
reported an alternative procedure which uses atom-based coefficients to account for
different solute-solvent dispersion interactions.36

In the present work, optimized Ci

coefficients for each mbondi type (HC, HN, HO, HS, C, N, O, F, P, S, Cl, Br) were
obtained using continuum results (Gpolar from GB or PB) for each of the eight charge
models via multiple linear regression fittings of eq 7. After the fittings, new Gnonpolar

contributions were recomputed using the atom-based constants (Ci's) so that optimized
∆Ghyd could be compared with experiment.

Initially, fits were pursued using only the neutral compounds. The resultant SAi
constants however lead to compute ∆Ghyd for the charged (±1) species in poor agreement
with experiment.

These tests revealed that including both neutral and charged

compounds together in the fitting procedure would yield the best overall agreement with
experiment (Table 3), and this protocol was adopted for subsequent parameter
optimizations.

Table 3. Correlation coefficients (r2) and average unsigned errors (AUE) for
experimentala vs. calculatedb (PBSA fit or GBSA fit) free energies of hydration (∆Ghyd).
Nonpolar contributions obtained using atom-based solvent accessible surface areas with
optimized constants.c Energies in kcal/mol.
Charged ( ± 1) molecules, N = 42
Neutral molecules, N = 460
Part II
Part I
2
2
2
Charge
r
r
r
r2
AUE
AUE
AUE
AUE
Model
PBSA
GBSA
PBSA
GBSA
0.67
1.43
0.56
1.62
0.69
8.60
0.69
8.99
Gast
0.36
1.91
0.28
2.07
0.70
8.24
0.68
8.60
MMFF94
0.68
1.26
0.58
1.49
0.61
6.71
0.60
6.83
AM1BCC
0.62
1.71
0.54
1.83
0.55
7.35
0.58
7.55
AM1CM2
0.61
1.66
0.52
1.83
0.68
7.24
0.71
7.47
PM3CM2
0.81
0.99
0.69
1.32
0.79
4.46
0.77
4.68
MSK
0.80
1.02
0.69
1.33
0.80
4.45
0.78
4.69
RESP
0.81
0.99
0.70
1.30
0.79
4.46
0.77
4.67
ChelpG
a
b
See supporting information for experimental references. Calculated values obtained
using eq 1. Gpolar from either PB or GB calculations. cGnonpolar = ∑SAi*Ci.
In most cases, utilizing optimized SAi constants to estimate nonpolar terms
improves agreement with ∆Ghyd experiment (Table 3 versus 2). However, substantial
improvement in AUE and correlations for charged species are coupled to diminishment in
r2 for neutral compounds that have utilized semiempirical partial charges (AM1BCC,

AM1CM2, PM3CM2). This diminishment is not surprising given that the semiempirical
models originally performed quite poorly for charged compounds (Table 2, Part II, r2 =
0.34−0.62). Optimization of SAi constants using all data (neutral and charged) corrects
for differences between experiment and theory in an average way.

The primary

motivation for using atom-based SAi instead of molecule-based SA procedures is to
reduce errors with respect to experiment in three ways: (1) remedy gross deficiencies a
particular charge model may have (r2 and AUE), (2) fine tune already reasonable
agreement with experiment (primarily AUE), or (3) account for non-optimal radii.

Conclusion
Absolute free energies of hydration have been computed using continuum PBSA
and GBSA methods for comparison with experiment for 460 neutral compounds, 42
polyatomic ions, and 11 monoatomic ions. A systematic evaluation of eight different
models has revealed that continuum results for small organic molecules with partial
charges based on one of three ab initio methods consistently lead to better agreement with
experiment for both neutral and charged species (Table 2, Figure 2).

Correlations

coefficients with experiment using MSK, RESP, and ChelpG charges with GBSA yield r2
values between 0.69−0.73 and PBSA r2 between 0.72−0.77. The use of semiempirical
(AM1BCC, AM1CM2, PM3CM2) and empirical (Gast, MFF94) charge schemes yielded
mixed results dependant on whether the compounds were charged or neutral (Table 2).
Examination of polar and non-polar energy components show that Gnonpolar
energies derived from molecule-based SA's and standard conversion constants have no
correlation with experimental results (Figure 3). The lack of a universal SA constant
stems from the erroneous assumption that all exposed atoms contribute equally to the

non-polar energy. In the present work, improved correlations with experiment were
obtained through optimization of atom-based SA's constants using multiple linear
regression fits to the difference in experimental free energies and polar energy terms
obtained from continuum calculations (Table 3). Overall, use of atom-based SAi instead
of molecule-based SA constants significantly reduce both relative (r2) and absolute
unsigned errors (AUE) with respect to experiment by eliminating any gross deficiencies a
particular charge model may have (Tables 2 vs. 3). In particular, AUE errors for charged
species were substantially reduced (Table 3) and systematic errors can be corrected. The
best agreement with experiment for atom-based results is once again obtained using ab
initio partial charge models; improved r2 values are between 0.69−0.78 and 0.79−0.81
from GBSA and PBSA calculations respectively (Table 3).
The computational results presented here clearly show that correlations with
experimental ∆Ghyd are independent of which implicit solvation model (PBSA or GBSA)
is employed in the calculations. In all cases, the Hawkins pair-wise GB results are
strongly correlated (overall r2 = 0.94) with the much more expensive Delphi PB
calculations provided that identical coordinates, radii, and atomic charges are used
(Figure 1).
Studies that continue to assess the accuracy of atomic partial charges and other
force field parameters are critically important for the field of computational structural
biology. The primary motivation here was to determine generally useful force-field
parameters for estimating changes in free energy of hydration associated with molecular
recognition for use in MM-PBSA, MM-GBSA, and docking calculations. Based on
comparison with experimental ∆Ghyd for more than 500 diverse organic molecules, MSK,

RESP, or ChelpG partial atomic charges obtained from ab initio calculations using 631G* wave functions can be recommended for both charged and neutral species over the
more approximate alternatives tested.
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